
Reflection on Reflection
in Applied Visualization
Research
Generating Knowledge From Practice

Reflection is a core method used by visualization

researchers to generate knowledge from design practice.

There is, however, a lack of standards to inform reflective

practice and through which we can judge the quality of the

reflection used in visualization research. Reflecting on this

gap, we offer priorities for researchers looking to improve

the use of reflection in applied visualization research.

An important approach to visualization research focuses on working with real users to solve their
real-world problems. This applied research results in a range of types of knowledge contributions,
including the design of novel visualization techniques and systems; insights into the efficacy of
existing principles and techniques in complex, real-world scenarios; and the discovery of new
opportunities for visualization to make an impact in how people ask and answer questions with data.

In 2012, Sedlmair et al.1 proposed a structured and methodical process for conducting a type of
applied visualization research known as a design study. The paper emphasizes reflection as a critical
step in the research process for generating knowledge from the practice of designing visualizations,
noting that “reflection is where research emerges from engineering.” Best practice for reflecting in a
design study, according to the paper, might involve “reflecting on lessons learned from the specific
situation of study in order to derive new or refined general guidelines[,which] typically requires an
iterative process of thinking and writing.” This limited guidance is the extent of existing advice in
the visualization literature for generating knowledge from design study.

In our own research groups, we use reflection to consider the ways in which a design study is
successful (or not) and to speculate about how those results relate to other experiences and could apply
to other visualization contexts. The specifics of our reflective practices, however, are not always the
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same. Furthermore, we do not see consensus in the broader community on how we should be reflecting
or even how we could be reflecting, which seems fundamental to the quality of the research that we are
doing—the limited discussion in the visualization literature is not enough. What works, what does not,
and how certain are we about any of this?

These questions led us to reflect on reflection in applied visualization research in three ways. First, we
looked at definitions for reflective practice in the literature of research communities beyond visualization
that engage heavily in these practices, including education, management, and healthcare. Second, we
initiated a community discussion on reflection by organizing a panel on the topic at the 2017 IEEEVIS
conference, the premier venue for visualization research. And third, we conducted several projects where
we either explicitly made reflective practice a central focus of the research process or developed
approaches to support and expose reflection. In this paper, we report on our investigation and
propose several priorities for ongoing thinking on reflection in applied visualization research.

DEFINITIONS OF REFLECTION
Reflective practice is an established part of research in fields such as education, management, and
healthcare, with the literature from these fields presenting a range of definitions for reflection. For
example, in the seminal work on the topic, Sch€on defines reflection as “the practice by which
professionals become aware of their implicit knowledge base and learn from their experience.”2 In
McGill and Brockbank’s pragmatic guide, they provide this definition: “a process by which experience
is brought into consideration . . . to achieve meaning and the capacity to look at things as potentially
other than they appear.”3 More recently, Bolton characterized reflection as “paying critical attention
to the practical values and theories which inform everyday actions, by examining practice reflectively
and reflexively. . . leading to developmental insight.”4

These definitions predominately focus on reflection in practice—do they apply to research? And if so,
how? More specifically, how do they apply to visualization research? Existing visualization literature
does not explicate the nature of reflective practice in applied research, nor link to the body of literature
in other fields. This leads us to ask: how do we use reflection to make implicit knowledge
explicit, to interpret what we observe in applied contexts critically and authentically, and to use
experience and multiple perspectives to derive reliable knowledge from the people, software, and
contexts that we study in our visualization research?

PANEL DISCUSSION ON REFLECTION IN
VISUALIZATION RESEARCH
To begin exploring these questions we organized a panel on reflection in visualization research.
The experience of the panelists spanned the gamut of visualization approaches: qualitative analysis,
controlled studies, technique and systems design, methodology, and design studies. The audience
consisted of a cross section of conference attendees with expertise across visualization, and who
participated in the conversation through traditional questions and answers as well as through live polls
conducted using web-based technology.

We identified several key themes in the panel content, captured through an audio recording of the
panel, notes taken during the session, and a log of audience responses to key questions raised through live
polls conducted during the panel. This content is publicly available via links listed in a companion report,
along with a detailed description of our analysis process.5 Here, we summarize the relevant themes.

When to Reflect
Visualization researchers emphasized the role of describing their research when writing it up in academic
papers as the predominant opportunity for reflection. This occurs at the end of a visualization design
project, which is the way reflection is modeled in the predominate methodology for design study.1 Some
others made it clear that they reflect throughout the entire design process. It was noted that internal,
personal reflection after the completion of a project is useful in identifying fruitful future directions.
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How to Reflect
Two specific modalities described in the discussion for inducing reflection were writing and giving
talks. Writing schemes include drafting a paper’s abstract or introduction, authoring a blog post,
developing a slide deck of ideas, or filling out a questionnaire early on about a project’s goals.
Externalizing ideas through giving talks, particularly to colleagues not directly involved with the
project, was identified as an opportunity for probing questions that reveal assumptions and
internalized, learned knowledge. Open questions remain as to how to capture internalized and
unintentional reflection, particularly over long periods of time and across multiple research projects.

What to Reflect on
The importance of selecting artifacts and identifying insights to stimulate reflection was evident with
several examples suggested as being particularly conducive to reflection. A range of different
approaches for identifying artifacts, insights, and events suitable for reflection were suggested,
including considering visualizations as externalizations of mental models; identifying moments of
learning as pinpointed through questions by external researchers; and analyzing visualization design
failures.

How to Report Reflections
A significant number of comments focused on a lack of guidance or opportunity for reporting on
reflection. Several pointed specifically to a need for more structured guidance on what goes into a
reflection section of a research paper—the key means by which most participants present knowledge
contributions. Reporting reflection on failures was seen as likely to provide valuable knowledge,
but the lack of clear venue or mechanism for doing so was identified as a problem given the perceived
importance of successful technological artifacts in academic papers.

REFLECTION IN OUR OWN RESEARCH
We purposefully explored the role and impact of reflection in several recent, applied visualization
research projects. In one project, while conducting a design study with global health experts, we
attempted to deliberately record moments of learning and reported insights as results of reflection on
these records.6 In another, we relied on critically reflective practice—an approach to synthesizing
experience7—to analyze our collective experience of using workshops as a visualization design
method.8 And in a third, we developed a means for capturing design-decision intent and rationale
during the visualization design process, and provide reflective schemas to structure the reporting
process.9 We briefly summarize those projects here.

Reflection in Design Study
In a recent design study,6 we worked with global health experts working to understand and stem the
spread of the Zika virus in Latin America. The project had all the makings of a classic design study:
there were data and initial visualization design attempts, and the domain experts were excited and
motivated to work with us on new ideas. We developed several visualization prototypes for our
collaborators, one of which is shown in Figure 1, but failed to get them to use the tool in their
workflow. Through careful reflection of this failure we discovered that while the visualization tool was
a good representation of the data, the data was not a good representation of what the experts knew to
be true about the spread of Zika in the region. We pivoted to focus on this insight, ultimately
developing a system to support the experts in externalizing their knowledge about unaccounted-for
errors in the data.

Throughout this design study, we collected artifacts upon which we could reflect—from transcripts of
interviews to iterations of design ideas. As the study progressed, we revisited these artifacts and
reflected on their meanings and implications. We noticed that as we learned more about the problem,
our interpretation of the artifacts shifted and changed. Ultimately, it was the deep, reflective thinking
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that came out in conversations between the visualization team that revealed the importance of the
unaccounted-for error in stymieing visual analysis by the Zika team, leading us to develop a
framework for reasoning about this type of implicit error. We speculate that implicit error is prevalent
in other domains as well.

Reflection for Meta-Analysis
Creative visualization-opportunities (CVO) workshops are a participatory method for eliciting
visualization design requirements. These workshops greatly speed up the early stages of a design
study, replacing what is typically a lengthy process of interviews and observations with just a few days
of focused work. As a team of 5 researchers, we conducted 17 workshops in 10 different projects over
a period of about a decade—Figure 2 shows participants collaboratively brainstorming in one of these
workshops. Through a meta-analysis of our experiences we developed a framework for planning,
running, and analyzing CVO workshops, along with an actionable set of guidelines, pitfalls, and
example workshop schedules.8

Figure 1. A screenshot from a prototype visualization deployed during a design study with Zika
experts. Reflecting on the deployment of this tool revealed unaccounted-for errors in the data.

Figure 2. Participants collaboratively brainstorm ideas in a creative-visualization
opportunities workshop.
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Specifically, our meta-analysis used the approach of critically reflective practice, which “synthesizes
experience, reflection, self-awareness, and critical thinking to modify or change approaches to
practice.”10 This approach provided us with a methodology to combine analysis of workshop
documentation and existing theory with our collective experience. Conducted over two years, our
reflective analysis iterated between focused periods of analysis and writing; incubation and reflection
on what we had written; followed by more analysis and rewriting. We generated a broad range of
artifacts during the analysis to support our reflection, including an evolving model for describing CVO
workshops, written reflections on workshop successes, and collaborative writing about the overall
value of workshops to applied visualization research.

Recording Reflection
LitVis is an environment for literate visualization that enables designers to create graphics with
concise statements and describe their design choices as they do so.9 The intention is to give designers
the flexibility to produce expressive graphics quickly, while minimizing the effort required to explain
them. The design narratives that result are a means of validating the graphics and may help with the
design process, but they also provide a source for reflection.

One feature that can record reflection explicitly is the notion of a schema, a document that defines a
specific structure for design narratives. In our paper, we suggest several schemas for describing new
visualization idioms, validating designs with visualization algebra, and embracing a feminist approach
to visualization. This latter example requires that design documents contain reflective questions to
support this critical perspective. We anticipate additional schemas to emerge that could specifically
support reflection as we learn when, how, and what to reflect on in applied visualization research.
Reflective schemas could allow us to explicitly ensure that “experience is brought into
consideration”3 through design narratives by providing prompts for structured reflection, as shown
in the schema used in LitVis in Figure 3.

PRIORITIES: REFLECTION ON REFLECTION ON
REFLECTION
Through a reflection on the three sources of data—definitions of reflective practice, a panel discussion
on reflection in visualization research, and our own experiences explicitly incorporating reflection in
research projects—we developed several priorities that may be valuable in establishing standards of
good, reflective practice in applied visualization research.

Figure 3. A screenshot from our LitVis environment showing the markdown (left) and
rendering (right) of a design description and design narrative that employ an example
reflective schema that requires a series of prompts for reflection.
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Establish Processes and Tools for Reflective Practice
The panel discussion and our experiences suggest that many researchers in the visualization
community actively engage with reflective practice and good reflection can lead to important research
contributions. Reflection, however, seems to occur in ad-hoc and rather limited ways, with a bias
towards post-study reflection. While it is clear that reflection plays a role in how we synthesize
months, or years, worth of work during the process of drafting an academic paper, there is little
concurrence in the practice of structured reflection during the design process. When does reflection
occur, what triggers it, and what should we be capturing from it? We speculate that this gap has led to
lost insights and opportunities for learning, and more fundamentally, may pose a threat to the
underlying validity of research results that emerge from visualization design practice.

As a first step, the community needs rich(er) descriptions of design activities, artifacts, observations,
and experiences, and reflective synthesis based upon this data. These descriptions could address some
of the challenges associated with developing evidence to support claims, reducing possible cognitive
biases associated with memory or searching strategies at paper writing time, and linking evidence
across applied visualization projects in meta-studies. But there are also clear difficulties and tensions
with developing and using rich descriptions during visualization design work—the processes for
logging information and ongoing reflection must be useful, manageable, and not inhibit what
are naturally rapid and reactive design processes; the processes for synthesizing this information into
reliable knowledge claims must be reported and robust.

We recommend a more structured and purposeful approach to reflection throughout the entire design
process, including guidance on when to reflect, how to trigger reflection, and what to capture from the
reflective process. We find through reflection on our own practices that design studies and other
applied research projects involve tight cycles of action and evaluation as well as longer cycles of
engagement, with each requiring ongoing and continued reflection. Standards of good reflective
practice in visualization research—with tools and methods to support this—would enable the
community to make better use of reflection and, importantly, provide us more confidence in the quality
of the findings from applied visualization research, moving the discipline forward in new and
interesting ways.

Develop Appropriate Formats for Recording and Reporting
Reflections
The lack of consensus on what is useful to include in descriptions of design activities points to the
need for varying levels of granularity in both the recording and reporting of reflective synthesis. While
some researchers during the panel discussion encouraged recording and reporting everything—from
screenshots to transcripts to notes to slide decks—others pleaded for annotations and reflective
summarizations to accompany captured artifacts. We suggest that multiple levels of granularity are
important as different levels are useful for different types of analysis: low-level, technology, and
design artifacts with reflections may be a source of inspiration for transferring ideas to other problems
and domains, while high-level reflective synthesis will benefit meta-analysis across multiple projects.

The familiar overviewþdetail approach for navigating complex data could be a useful model for
organizing raw artifacts and guiding reflective practice. The ways that descriptions of the design
process could be used—for the reflective researcher throughout the project, as inspiration for other
projects, in validation of insights, for studying patterns across many projects—necessitate varying
levels of details and analysis, as well as an accessible organizational structure. Furthermore, releasing a
rich design description requires a reporting outlet free from the constraints of a traditional academic
paper; supplemental materials, design reports, and companion repositories offer opportunities that may
be useful to explore.

Finally, only reporting on events that support a particular claim—such as “the software worked well
for our users”—is a missed opportunity in complex, applied contexts when knowledge beyond the
designed visualization is potentially valuable and insightful. In our recent projects, we experimented
with releasing audit trails11 as supplemental material, attempting to capture the evolution of our
learning and thinking in a curated set of documents to provide additional context to our decisions and
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claims. Our intention is that the documents not only provide auditable evidence to support our claims,
but that they could also allow additional opportunities for knowledge transfer beyond the techniques
and results we report in the research papers.

Understand the Role of Reflection in Existing Methodologies
Despite the extensive use of reflective practice in the visualization community, we note a lack of
discussion around the relationship between reflection and research methodologies, or the role of
reflection in validating findings and conclusions. The explicit statement in the design study
methodology that “reflection is where research emerges from engineering”1 acknowledges the critical
role of this practice in generating new knowledge—however, the research community has yet to
clearly define or deeply integrate reflection into the core methods and methodologies used by
visualization researchers today. In our view, it is critical that we rectify this gap to ensure that the
research findings that emerge from our engineering are credible, reliable, and open to scrutiny.
Looking beyond the visualization research community into fields that embrace, structure, record, and
assess reflective practice—such as education, management, and healthcare—is likely a good place to
start. Some efforts to transfer methods from these domains to settings that involve technology and
design are promising.12,13

CONCLUSION
Reflection is an important approach for generating knowledge from practice in applied visualization
research. The panel discussion on this topic at the 2017 IEEE VIS conference provided plenty of
evidence confirming that reflection is occurring and valued in visualization research. The panel helped
us identify a significant opportunity for the community to define how we can use reflection effectively
in our research approaches, how we can judge work that relies upon it in a consistent and fair way, and
how we can use knowledge acquired through reflection to improve understanding of our domain.
Our recent investigations into reflective practice in several visualization research projects highlight the
breadth of opportunities for using and supporting reflecting practice. Still, there is limited guidance in
the visualization literature on how to reflect, when to reflect, or what to record and report on.

As a community we need to establish the role of reflection in visualization research and how we can
use this practice effectively to make substantive and reliable knowledge claims while also enabling
others to judge these claims—learning from other disciplines is likely to be important. Reflection may
help us make the difficult step away from relying upon system success or visualization novelty to
prove worth, and to instead move towards a research culture where we embrace methods that allow us
to learn more broadly in applied contexts. To start, we need to develop ideas about the key themes
identified in this report: when to reflect, what to reflect on, and how to structure, report, use, and
validate reflection within and beyond the context of an academic research paper. We believe that
structured guidance for reflective practice has the potential to increase the reliability, quality, and
impact of applied visualization research, and that the themes and priorities we report in this article
point to opportunities to achieve this.
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